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同源信息的 20 维特征；指代氨基酸组成成分-物理化学性质的 188 维特征；指
代蛋白质同源信息结合氨基酸在序列中顺序信息的 1000 维特征。实验结果表明，
20 维特征具有最高的分类准确率，188 维特征具有最快的提取速度，然而 1000






































Since life science stepped from genome era into the post genome era, proteomics 
has attracted growing attention as the next important stage of genomic. Protein 
identification and classification are the fundamental work of proteomics. Recently, 
researchers predict membrane protein and its type by machine learning methods. In 
the whole prediction process, feature extraction and machine learning algorithm are 
two key components. 
The main work of this thesis can be summarized as the following three sections. 
(1) Introduce three kinds of features and their extraction methods. We introduce 
the 20-dimension feature based on position specific scoring matrix(PSSM), the 
188-dimension feature based on composition and physicochemical properties of 
amino acids and the 1000-dimension feature by combining PSSM and order 
information. The result of experiment show that classification based on the 
20-dimension feature achieves the highest accuracy, the 188-dimension feature need 
the least time in feature extraction, while the 1000-dimension feature do not meet 
our expectation in accuracy. 
(2) Propose selective ensemble learning based on Minimal Intersection of 
False-Classified-Instance Set(MIFCIS). We introduce MIFCIS concept to evaluate 
diversity of base classifiers, and combine the base classifiers we found to build 
ensemble classifier. The result of experiment show that our ensemble classifier 
achieve accuracy of 91.2% in binary classification and 86.1% in eight-type 















holds high accuracy. 
(3) This section can be divided into three parts. Firstly, we build new membrane 
dataset to remedy deficits of the old dataset. Then, we find about one third of 
polypeptides evolved in alternative splicing are membrane proteins, and about 12% 
of enzyme have properties similar to membrane protein. Finally, based on MIFCIS, 
we develop an online platform(BinMemPredict) to predict membrane protein and 
release an open-source java library(LibSimpleVote) to handle user-defined 
prediction task. 
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